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Motivation - introduction

❏ What is Sentiment Analysis?
❏ A typical scenario: classify user reviews into positive / negative / neutral

5https://www.expressanalytics.com/blog/social-media-sentiment-analysis/



Motivation - definition

❏ What is Sentiment Analysis (SA)?

❏ Analyze various subjective expressions of humans
❏ “Sentiment analysis” is used as a big umbrella term for many related concepts – opinion 

mining, affective computing, emotion analysis, subjectivity analysis…

6

Sentiment analysis, also called opinion mining, is the field of study that analyzes 
people’s opinions, sentiments, appraisals, attitudes, and emotions toward entities 
and their attributes expressed in written text.

Sentiment Analysis - Mining Opinions, Sentiments, and Emotions.



Motivation - SA research

❏ Sentiment analysis (SA) research
❏ SA has received lots of attention since its early appearance and remained an active 

research area in the field of NLP nowadays
❏ Opinions are key influencers of our behaviors. Our beliefs and perceptions of reality are very 

much conditioned on how others see the world. 

❏ Comprises a broad spectrum of tasks
❏ sentiment classification
❏ aspect-based sentiment analysis
❏ multifaceted analysis of subjective texts

❏ Newer research on SA
❏ Chatbots: understand user feelings/emotions and respond empathetically. 
❏ AGI (Artificial General Intelligence): An AI agent needs a good grasp of human 

subjective feelings and emotions in order to work with humans
7



Motivation - tasks

❏ Sentiment classification
❏ identify the sentiment polarity / orientation. 
❏ E.g., whether a review expresses a positive or negative opinion. 

❏ Aspect-based sentiment analysis
❏ analyze sentiment & opinions at more fine-grained aspect-level. 
❏ E.g., “I like the picture quality.” 

❏ aspect: “picture quality”; sentiment: positive. 
❏ Multifaceted analysis of subjective texts / affective computing

❏ focus on specific sentiment or opinion phenomena

8



Motivation - applictions

❏ Sentiment analysis applications
❏ customer review analysis in E-commerce
❏ brand monitoring for service/product provider
❏ social media monitoring
❏ public opinion analysis 
❏ financial market analysis for investment advice
❏ social sciences, e.g., political science and even history
❏ …

❏ Sentiment analysis applications have spread to almost every possible domain!
❏ Probably every text analytics system in the market or in big companies has a sentiment 

analysis component.

9



Motivation - neural language models

10Harnessing the Power of LLMs in Practice: A Survey on ChatGPT and Beyond



Motivation - improvements brought by neural networks

11Beneath the Tip of the Iceberg: Current Challenges and New Directions in Sentiment Analysis Research

 Data obtained from https://paperswithcode.com/task/sentiment-analysis. 



Motivation - improvements brought by neural networks

12Beneath the Tip of the Iceberg: Current Challenges and New Directions in Sentiment Analysis Research

 Data obtained from https://paperswithcode.com/task/sentiment-analysis. 

NLP models are becoming more and more powerful!



About this tutorial

❏ What we will cover
❏ a wide spectrum of sentiment analysis problems
❏ the evolution of methods for these problems
❏ revisit SA problems in the era of LLMs

❏ performance comparison between large and small models
❏ best practice (based on current observations) for different SA tasks

❏ What we won’t cover
❏ an exhaustive list of all SA tasks
❏ “traditional” SA methods: lexicon-based, rule-based, ML-based, (most) DL-based
❏ detailed introduction of PLMs and LLMs

13
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This part is mainly based on our recent survey paper: A Survey on Aspect-Based Sentiment Analysis: Tasks, Methods, and Challenges (TKDE 2023)



Sentiment Classification

❏ Conventional SA studies are usually conducted at the document or sentence level

16

“The pizza is delicious.” positive



Sentiment Classification

❏ Conventional SA studies are usually conducted at the document or sentence level

❏ Aims to classify an opinion text as expressing a positive or a negative opinion (or 
sentiment), which are called sentiment orientations or polarities. 
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Sentiment Classification

❏ Conventional SA studies are usually conducted at the document or sentence level

❏ Aims to classify an opinion text as expressing a positive or a negative opinion (or 
sentiment), which are called sentiment orientations or polarities. 

❏ Document-level sentiment classification
❏ considers each document (e.g., a product review) as a whole
❏ the most extensively studied topic in the field of sentiment analysis

❏ Sentence-level sentiment classification
❏ performs SC at the sentence level
❏ gets us closer to real-life sentiment analysis applications (as doc-level analysis might 

be too coarse)

18



Sentiment Classification

❏ Conventional SA studies are usually conducted at the document or sentence level
❏ You can treat sentiment classification as a traditional text classification problem, with 

sentiment orientations or polarities as the classes. 
❏ => any supervised learning algorithms can be applied directly to solve the problem

19Beneath the Tip of the Iceberg: Current Challenges and New Directions in Sentiment Analysis Research. TAC 2023



Aspect-based Sentiment Analysis: Motivation

❏ Conventional SA studies are usually conducted at the document or sentence level

❏ Assumption: sentiment / opinion towards the whole given text is the same
❏ Is it true?

20

“The pizza is delicious.” positive



What is Aspect-based Sentiment Analysis?

❏ Conventional SA studies are usually conducted at the document or sentence level
❏ In practice, users often express (possibly different) opinions towards different aspects of the 

concerned target (e.g., a product) 

21

“The pizza is delicious.” positive

“The pizza is delicious, but the 
service here is just a disaster” ?



What is Aspect-based Sentiment Analysis?

❏ Aspect-Based Sentiment Analysis (ABSA) aims at mining fine-grained opinion information at 
the aspect level

22

“The pizza is delicious.” positive

“The pizza is delicious, but the 
service here is just a disaster” ?

What are the mentioned aspects?
What are the sentiments respectively?

…



ABSA: Four Key Sentiment Elements

❏ In general, there are four key sentiment elements involved in ABSA

23



ABSA: subtleties of the terminology

❏ In general, there are four key sentiment elements involved in ABSA

24

(opinion) target
“aspect”



ABSA: subtleties of the terminology

❏ In general, there are four key sentiment elements involved in ABSA

25

(opinion) target
“aspect”

targeted sentiment analysis
(e.g., a person or event)

What are people’s opinions towards “IJCAI 2023”?

=> What are people’s opinions towards its 
conference organization / location / buffet?



ABSA: Four Key Sentiment Elements

❏ In general, there are four key sentiment elements involved in ABSA
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ABSA: Single ABSA and Compound ABSA tasks

❏ In general, there are four key sentiment elements involved in ABSA
❏ The main research line of ABSA focuses on the identification of them*

❏ Single ABSA task: predicting single elements 

❏ Compound ABSA task: joint prediction of multiple elements with their relations

27

“The pizza is delicious, but the 
service here is just a disaster” pizza, serviceaspect terms?

“The pizza is delicious, but the 
service here is just a disaster”

(pizza, delicious, positive), 
(service, disaster, negative)

(aspect, opinion, 
sentiment) triplets?

* A new perspective to systematically study the ABSA problem in our survey



Single ABSA Problem

❏ Single ABSA task: predicting single elements
❏ The four sentiment elements correspond to four single ABSA tasks
❏ They are quite popular around 2015±5 

28

Opinion Term Extraction

Aspect Term Extraction

Aspect Sentiment Classification

Aspect Category Detection



Compound ABSA Problem: Why

❏ In general, there are four key sentiment elements involved in ABSA
❏ The main research line of ABSA focuses on the identification of them

❏ Single ABSA task: predicting single elements 
❏ Compound ABSA task: joint prediction of multiple elements with their relations

❏ Why compound ABSA tasks (compared with single ABSA tasks)
❏ We always want more complete information!
❏ But of course, they are more challenging…

29



Compound ABSA Problem: How

❏ In general, there are four key sentiment elements involved in ABSA
❏ The main research line of ABSA focuses on the identification of them

❏ Single ABSA task: predicting single elements 
❏ Compound ABSA task: joint prediction of multiple elements with their relations

❏ How to tackle compound ABSA tasks?
❏ Pipeline method: pipe the solution from single ABSA tasks
❏ End-to-End method: extract all elements simultaneously

30



Compound ABSA Problem: Pair Extraction

❏ In general, there are four key sentiment elements involved in ABSA
❏ The main research line of ABSA focuses on the identification of them

❏ Single ABSA task: predicting single elements 
❏ Compound ABSA task: joint prediction of multiple elements with their relations

31

Aspect-Opinion Pair Extraction

End-to-End ABSA (E2E-ABSA)

Aspect Category Sentiment Analysis (ACSA)



Aspect-Opinion Pair Extraction

32

❏ Aspect-Opinion Pair Extraction (AOPE): predict the aspect and opinion terms as pairs

       The pizza is delicious, but the service is terrible                 (pizza, delicious) (service, terrible)

SpanMlt: A Span-based Multi-Task Learning Framework for Pair-wise Aspect and Opinion Terms Extraction. (ACL 2020)
Synchronous Double-channel Recurrent Network for Aspect-Opinion Pair Extraction. (ACL 2020) 



End-to-End ABSA (E2E-ABSA)

❏ E2E-ABSA aims to extract (aspect term, sentiment polarity) pairs

    The pizza is delicious, but the service is terrible                   (pizza, positive), (service, negative)

❏ A token-level classification task (aka sequence tagging)

33

Open Domain Targeted Sentiment. (EMNLP 2013)
Neural Networks for Open Domain Targeted Sentiment. (EMNLP 2015)
A Unified Model for Opinion Target Extraction and Target Sentiment Prediction. (AAAI 2019)



End-to-End ABSA (E2E-ABSA)

❏ E2E-ABSA aims to extract (aspect term, sentiment polarity) pairs

    The pizza is delicious, but the service is terrible                   (pizza, positive), (service, negative)

❏ A token-level classification task (aka sequence tagging)

34Exploiting BERT for End-to-End Aspect-based Sentiment Analysis. (WUT@EMNLP-19)



Aspect Category Sentiment Analysis (ACSA)

❏ ACSA aims to extract (aspect category, sentiment polarity) pairs

    The pizza is delicious, but the service is terrible                   (food,positive), (service,negative)

❏ Many previous studies already consider their inter-relations
❏ Targeted Aspect-Based Sentiment Analysis via Embedding Commonsense Knowledge into an Attentive 

LSTM. (EMNLP 2018)
❏ CAN: Constrained Attention Networks for Multi-Aspect Sentiment Analysis. (EMNLP 2019)
❏ Multi-Instance Multi-Label Learning Networks for Aspect-Category Sentiment Analysis. (EMNLP 2020)

❏ Recent works begin to consider the end2end pair extraction
❏ e.g., Cartesian product

35Joint Aspect and Polarity Classification for Aspect-based Sentiment Analysis with End-to-End Neural Networks. (EMNLP 2018)



Compound ABSA Problem: Triplet Extraction

❏ In general, there are four key sentiment elements involved in ABSA
❏ The main research line of ABSA focuses on the identification of them

❏ Single ABSA task: predicting single elements 
❏ Compound ABSA task: joint prediction of multiple elements with their relations

36

Aspect Sentiment 
Triplet Extraction 

Aspect-Category-
Sentiment Detection



Aspect-Category-Sentiment Detection (ACSD)

37

❏ ACSD aims to extract (aspect category, aspect term, sentiment polarity) triplets

    The pizza is delicious, but the service is terrible                   

❏ How to handle it end-to-end?
❏ Target-Aspect-Sentiment Joint Detection for Aspect-Based Sentiment Analysis. (AAAI 2020)
❏ Multiple-element Joint Detection for Aspect-Based Sentiment Analysis. (KBS 2021) 
❏ Towards Generative Aspect-Based Sentiment Analysis. (ACL 2021)

(pizza, food,positive), 
(service, service,negative)



Aspect-Category-Sentiment Detection (ACSD)

38
Target-Aspect-Sentiment Joint Detection for Aspect-Based Sentiment Analysis. (AAAI 2020)
Multiple-element Joint Detection for Aspect-Based Sentiment Analysis. (KBS 2021) 



Aspect-Category-Sentiment Detection (ACSD)

39
Target-Aspect-Sentiment Joint Detection for Aspect-Based Sentiment Analysis. (AAAI 2020)
Multiple-element Joint Detection for Aspect-Based Sentiment Analysis. (KBS 2021) 



Aspect Sentiment Triplet Extraction (ASTE)

40

❏ ASTE aims to extract (aspect term, opinion term, sentiment polarity) triplets

    The pizza is delicious, but the service is terrible                   
(pizza, delicious, positive), 
(service, terrible, negative)

Knowing What, How and Why: A Near Complete Solution for Aspect-Based Sentiment Analysis. (AAAI 2020) 



Aspect Sentiment Triplet Extraction (ASTE)

41

Knowing What, How and Why: A Near Complete Solution for Aspect-Based Sentiment Analysis. (AAAI 2020) 
Position-Aware Tagging for Aspect Sentiment Triplet Extraction. (EMNLP 2020)
Bidirectional Machine Reading Comprehension for Aspect Sentiment Triplet Extraction. (AAAI 2021)
Towards Generative Aspect-Based Sentiment Analysis. (ACL 2021)



Compound ABSA Problem: Quad Prediction

❏ In general, there are four key sentiment elements involved in ABSA
❏ The main research line of ABSA focuses on the identification of them

❏ Single ABSA task: predicting single elements 
❏ Compound ABSA task: joint prediction of multiple elements with their relations

42



Compound ABSA Problem: Quad Prediction

❏ In general, there are four key sentiment elements involved in ABSA
❏ The main research line of ABSA focuses on the identification of them

❏ Single ABSA task: predicting single elements 
❏ Compound ABSA task: joint prediction of multiple elements with their relations

43

Aspect Sentiment 
Quad Prediction 

a “complete” ABSA task



Aspect Sentiment Quad Prediction (ASQP)

Given a sentence x, we aim to predict all sentiment quads:
(aspect category, aspect term, opinion term, sentiment polarity)

where:
- aspect category c belongs to a pre-defined category set
- aspect term 
- opinion term 
- sentiment polarity p belongs to {positive, negative, neutral}

44Aspect Sentiment Quad Prediction as Paraphrase Generation (EMNLP 2021)



How to tackle ASQP?

Given a sentence x, we aim to predict all sentiment quads:
(aspect category, aspect term, opinion term, sentiment polarity)

Tackling ASQP is challenging!
❏ Multiple elements with their dependent relations are required
❏ Each element has its own characteristics, different elements are closely-related

❏ Decouple it into several sub-tasks and solve them in a pipeline manner.
➜  suffer from error propagation issue

❏ Sub-tasks are often formulated as token/seq-level classification task
➜  underutilize the rich semantic information of the label

45



Aspect Sentiment Quad Prediction (ASQP)

46Aspect Sentiment Quad Prediction as Paraphrase Generation (EMNLP 2021)



Results on ASQP: generative method is powerful!

47Aspect Sentiment Quad Prediction as Paraphrase Generation (EMNLP 2021)



GAS: Generative ABSA

48Towards Generative Aspect-Based Sentiment Analysis (ACL 2021)

E2E-ABSA

ASTE

Input: A big disappointment, all 
around. The pizza was cold and the 
cheese wasn’t even fully melted.
Target (Annotation-style): 
A big disappointment, all around. 
The [pizza | food quality | negative] 
was cold and the [cheese | food 
quality | negative] wasn’t even fully 
melted [null | restaurant general | 
negative].
Target (Extraction-style): 
(pizza, food quality, negative); 
(cheese, food quality, negative); 
(null, restaurant general, negative);

ACSD

AOPE

One (generative) model for all (tasks)!



Generative ABSA: follow-up improvements

49Seq2Path: Generating Sentiment Tuples as Paths of a Tree (ACL-Findings 2022)

 Two main drawbacks of typical Seq2Seq methods: 
1. Orders, the orders between the tuples does not 

naturally exist. 
2. Dependence, the generation of (a2, o2, s2) should not 

condition on (a1, o1, s1).

=> Propose “Seq2Path” to by formulating the ABSA tasks as a 
“sequence to paths of a tree” problem: 
❏ each sentiment tuple can be viewed as a path of a tree 

and can be independently generated.
❏ treat every sentiment tuple as an independent target 

and use the ordinary Seq2Seq model to learn each 
target and calculate the average loss.



Generative ABSA: follow-up improvements

50

Seq2Path: Generating Sentiment Tuples as Paths of a Tree (ACL-Findings 2022)
Unified Structure Generation for Universal Information Extraction (ACL 2022)
Aspect-based Sentiment Analysis with Opinion Tree Generation (IJCAI 2022)
Improving Aspect Sentiment Quad Prediction via Template-Order Data Augmentation (EMNLP 2022)
Generative Aspect-Based Sentiment Analysis with Contrastive Learning and Expressive Structure (EMNLP Findings 2022)



Generative ABSA: follow-up improvements

51

Opinion Tree Parsing for Aspect-based Sentiment Analysis (ACL Findings 2023)
MVP: Multi-view Prompting Improves Aspect Sentiment Tuple Prediction (ACL 2023)
A Unified One-Step Solution for Aspect Sentiment Quad Prediction (ACL Findings 2023)
Uncertainty-Aware Unlikelihood Learning Improves Generative Aspect Sentiment Quad Prediction (ACL Findings 2023)



Compound ABSA Tasks

❏ Compound ABSA task: joint prediction of multiple elements with their relations

52



ABSA Applications

❏ If we can extract structured sentiment information, many applications / features can be built

53Discovering Airline-Specific Business Intelligence from Online Passenger Reviews: An Unsupervised Text Analytics Approach



ABSA Applications

❏ Users do not only express opinions in standalone text. 
❏ There are more opinion-sharing platforms such as QA or dialog.

54
Aspect Sentiment Classification Towards Question-Answering with Reinforced Bidirectional Attention Network (ACL 2019)
Aspect-based Sentiment Analysis in Question Answering Forums (EMNLP Findings 2021)



ABSA Applications

❏ a dataset for the DiaASQ task in both Chinese and English 
languages: 1,000 dialogue snippets in total with 7,452 
utterances (x2)

❏ dialog characteristics need to be modeled

55DiaASQ : A Benchmark of Conversational Aspect-based Sentiment Quadruple Analysis (ACL-Findings 2023)
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Large Language Models (LLMs)
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Large Language Models (LLMs)

58State of GPT by Andrej Karpathy: https://karpathy.ai/stateofgpt.pdf



Large Language Models (LLMs)

❏ LLMs are powerful 

59
NLP benchmark

human examsGPT-4 Technical Report. CoRR abs/2303.08774



LLMs for Sentiment Analysis

❏ LLMs are powerful - Is sentiment analysis solved?
❏ We want to answer the following research questions

❏ How well do LLMs perform on various sentiment analysis tasks?
❏ Can they be directly applied to different SA tasks?
❏ Compared to small specialized models trained on domain-specific datasets, 

how do large models fare?
❏ What are the strengths and weaknesses of applying LLMs for SA?

60



Evaluate - Settings

❏ Zero-shot / Few-shot

61Sentiment Analysis in the Era of Large Language Models: A Reality Check (arXiv:2305.15005)



Evaluate - Settings

❏ Datasets
❏ sentiment classification (SC)
❏ aspect-based sentiment 

analysis (ABSA)
❏ multifaceted analysis of 

subjective text (MAST)

62Sentiment Analysis in the Era of Large Language Models: A Reality Check (arXiv:2305.15005)



Zero-shot Results

❏ LLMs such as ChatGPT demonstrate 
strong zero-shot performance in simple 
SA tasks.

❏ Larger models do not necessarily lead to 
better performance.

❏ LLMs struggle with extracting structured, 
fine-grained sentiment and opinion 
information.

❏ RLHF for ChatGPT is not “useful” in some 
tasks.

63Sentiment Analysis in the Era of Large Language Models: A Reality Check (arXiv:2305.15005)



Human Evaluations

❏ Are the predictions truly unreasonable for ABSA tasks?

64
Is ChatGPT a Good Sentiment Analyzer? A Preliminary Study. CoRR abs/2304.04339
Sentiment Analysis in the Era of Large Language Models: A Reality Check. CoRR abs/2305.15005

human eval with standard evaluation method

human eval with three different standards on 
three ABSA tasks (at the sentence level)

Conclusions:
1. results are “under-estimated” with auto metrics
2. still poor on complex tasks & long-tail domains

Sentence: “Runs real quick.”
 
Label: (Runs, positive)
Pred: (Speed, positive) ✔or ✖



Few-shot Results

Main observation: LLMs surpass SLMs under 
varied few-shot settings
❏ SLMs show consistent improvements 

across most tasks with more shots
❏ Increasing shots for LLMs brings 

different impacts on different tasks

❏ => When will the results across with 
each other?

65Sentiment Analysis in the Era of Large Language Models: A Reality Check (arXiv:2305.15005)



Few-shot Results

When gradually increasing the value of K in the few-shot settings, it becomes apparent that even with a 
10-shot setting, ChatGPT sets a robust baseline that requires T5 to utilize nearly five to ten times more data 
to achieve comparable performance.

66Sentiment Analysis in the Era of Large Language Models: A Reality Check (arXiv:2305.15005)



Open Domain Evaluation

67Is ChatGPT a Good Sentiment Analyzer? A Preliminary Study. CoRR abs/2304.04339

❏ An ideal sentiment analysis system could be applied to data from diverse domains.
❏ Open-domain evaluation

❏ sample 30 examples from each domain of existing 10 ABSA datasets 
❏ baseline: hold out some datasets, fine-tune BERT on the remaining datasets

❏ (1) single-source: the model is trained on one dataset then evaluated on all 
datasets. 

❏ (2) multi-source: the model is trained on nine datasets then evaluated on the 
rest one. Here, we sequentially select nine out of ten datasets to use for 
training, the rest one for evaluation



Open Domain Evaluation

68Is ChatGPT a Good Sentiment Analyzer? A Preliminary Study. CoRR abs/2304.04339

Conclusion: ChatGPT demonstrates a more compelling open-domain ability than BERT 
despite being fine-tuned on the corresponding task.

Settings:
❏ “Domain-Specific”: domain 

(dataset)-specific fully-supervised 
results (in gray) of BERT

❏ “The Rest”: the model is trained on 
training datasets from 9 domains 
other than the evaluation test set.

The best results (except for fully-supervised results) are in bold.



Open Domain Evaluation

69Is ChatGPT a Good Sentiment Analyzer? A Preliminary Study. CoRR abs/2304.04339

Conclusion: ChatGPT demonstrates a more compelling open-domain ability than BERT 
despite being fine-tuned on the corresponding task.

But:
❏ the performance of ChatGPT is quite 

poor in some domains, especially 
social media relevant domains (i.e., 
14-Twitter, Finance, METS-Cov)

❏ Improving performance on these 
longtailed domains remains 
challenging.



Polarity Shift Evaluation

70Is ChatGPT a Good Sentiment Analyzer? A Preliminary Study. CoRR abs/2304.04339

❏ mainly focus on the situations of negation and speculation
❏ Negation: any expression that reverses the meaning of a statement. 
❏ Speculation: expressions of uncertainty or possibility. 

❏ Two tasks:
❏ SC: derive two subsets from SST-2 validation set using a heuristic rule for the 

evaluation of negation and speculation (e.g., check whether a sentence contains 
any negation or speculation words. such as “never”)

❏ ASC: from an existing dataset annotated with these two situations



Polarity Shift Evaluation

71Is ChatGPT a Good Sentiment Analyzer? A Preliminary Study. CoRR abs/2304.04339

Compared to BERT, ChatGPT exhibits greater robustness in polarity shift scenarios.



Multilingual Evaluation

72A Multitask, Multilingual, Multimodal Evaluation of ChatGPT on Reasoning, Hallucination, and Interactivity. CoRR abs/2302.04023

Eng - English
Ind - Indonesian
Jav - Javanese
Bug - Buginese



Discussion: sensitivity of prompt

73Sentiment Analysis in the Era of Large Language Models: A Reality Check (arXiv:2305.15005)

❏ Use GPT-4 to create another 5 prompts for each task
❏ Then using these prompts with ChatGPT to check the performance

the performance can vary significantly depending on the design of the prompt!



Discussion: ChatGPT v.s. GPT-3.5

74IS CHATGPT A GENERAL-PURPOSE NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING TASK SOLVER?

❏ the performance of ChatGPT on different classes is rather unbalanced. It performs nearly perfectly 
on negative samples while the performance on positively-labeled data is much worse, which leads 
to poor overall performance than GPT-3.5.

❏ ChatGPT and GPT-3.5 still output some other answers, e.g., “neutral” and “mixed”, which partly 
explains why they perform much worse than FLAN.



 Take-away for SA practitioners

❏ To handle a specific SA task
❏ If it’s quite simple (e.g., binary or trinary sentiment classification) => use LLMs
❏ If it’s a complex task (e.g., ABSA):

❏ If you have enough training data (of similar tasks) => train a SLM
❏ if you can annotate a few data samples => use LLM’s in-context learning ability
❏ if you have data privacy & real-time inference requirement => train a SLM (with 

the help of LLMs)
❏ Be cautious when

❏ dealing with non-English languages => check the general performance first
❏ dealing with long-tail domains => check the general performance first
❏ outputs require a specific structure
❏ you have special requirements => try different prompts (prompt engineering)

75



 Take-away for SA researchers

❏ Is SA solved in the era of LLMs?
❏ No! 
❏ A comprehensive understanding of human sentiment, opinion, and other 

subjective feelings remains a long way to pursue.

❏ We already saw some weaknesses of current LLMs on SA tasks
❏ We will discuss more in “Future directions”
❏ Stay tuned!
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Coffee break 
☕
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❏ 16:00~16:30: Beyond sentiment analysis - Erik Cambria
❏ 16:30~17:15: Affective computing - Rui Mao
❏ 17:15~17:30: Conclusions & Future Directions - Wenxuan Zhang
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Sentic Team

79https://sentic.net/team
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SenticNet for Business

80https://business.sentic.net



SenticNet for Business
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AI research today

Most AI research today is not 
about the emulation of 
intelligence but rather – in a 
Turing test fashion – the 
mimicking of intelligent 
behavior
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AI research today
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Transformers
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Transformers

Transformers are enabling AI to 
achieve human-like accuracy on 
many NLP tasks. But human-like 
accuracy does not mean 
human-like intelligence!
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Limitations of deep nets

86

The total number of neurons in the human brain falls in the same ballpark of the number of 
galaxies in the observable universe.



Machine learning issues

❏ Dependency
it requires (a lot of) training data and is domain-dependent

❏ Consistency
different training or tweaking leads to different results

❏ Reproducibility
results are “very difficult, if not impossible” to reproduce

❏ Transparency
the reasoning process is uninterpretable
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Dependency

If new/unseen data to be categorized are very 
different from training data, a machine learning 
algorithm won’t be able to classify them (“tank 
problem”).
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Consistency

Pushed by the Publish-or-Perish principle, some 
researchers often “stir their pile” to improve 
algorithm accuracy by a few percent.
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Reproducibility
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Transparency

Most machine learning techniques are 
black-box algorithms: they classify data based 
on learnt features we do not know much about.
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Neurosymbolic AI

F Xu, Q Lin, J Han, T Zhao, J Liu, E Cambria. Are Large Language Models Really Good Logical Reasoners? A Comprehensive Evaluation From Deductive, Inductive and 
Abductive Views. arXiv 2306.09841 (2023) 92



Symbolic for subsymbolic

B Liang, H Su, L Gui, E Cambria, R Xu. Aspect-Based Sentiment Analysis via Affective Knowledge Enhanced Graph Convolutional Networks. Knowledge-Based 
Systems 235, 107643 (2022) 93



Subymbolic for symbolic

E Cambria, Y Li, F Xing, S Poria, K Kwok. SenticNet 6: Ensemble application of symbolic and subsymbolic AI for sentiment analysis. In: CIKM, 105-114 (2020) 94



Subymbolic for symbolic

95



Limitations of word embeddings
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Sentic Paths

E Cambria, Q Liu, S Decherchi, F Xing, K Kwok. SenticNet 7: A Commonsense-based Neurosymbolic AI Framework for Explainable Sentiment Analysis. Proceedings 
of LREC, 3829-3839 (2022) 97



Limitations of word embeddings

❏ Word embeddings are best at finding similarities
❏ But meaning is not defined/grounded anywhere
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Symbol grounding problem

Deep learning allows for the discovery of semantic 
relationships in text but not of meaning: even dictionaries 
do not contain true meaning (but definition loops).
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BUY 
thing you do with money

MONEY 
thing you use to buy



Symbol grounding problem
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Symbol grounding problem
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Generalization to primitives
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Generalization to primitives

obstruct, hamper, interrupt, hold_back, block_up, clog_up, 
cut_off, jam, bung_up, thwart, inhibit, sabotage, encumber, 
slow_down, hold_up, fetter, get_in_the_way_of, shut_off, 
gum_up, impede, stand_in_the_way_of, hinder, restrict, limit, 
curb, interfere_with, bring_to_a_standstill, occlude, stall, 
stymie, …

enemy, foe, antagonist, adversary, opponent, rival, nemesis, 
combatant, challenger, competitor, opposer, hostile_party, 
the_opposition, contender, the_competition, the_other_side, 
contestant, opposing_side, corrival, archenemy, archrival, 
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OBSTRUCT

ENEMY



Syntactic normalization
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Syntactic normalization
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Sentic algebra

E Cambria, Q Liu, S Decherchi, F Xing, K Kwok. SenticNet 7: A Commonsense-based Neurosymbolic AI Framework for Explainable Sentiment Analysis. 
Proceedings of LREC, 3829-3839 (2022) 106



Dependency disambiguation

He ate the chicken with chopsticks
chopsticks = UTENSIL : PP[instrument]

He ate the chicken with friends
friends = PERSON : PP[together]

He ate the chicken with delight
delight = EMOTION : PP[adverb]
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Neurosymbolic AI
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Neurosymbolic AI
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Where can AI learn all this?
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Sentic computing

❏ Multidisciplinary

❏ Compositional

❏ Deconstructive

111

E Cambria, A Hussain. Sentic 
Computing: A Common 
Sense-Based Framework for 
Concept-Level Sentiment Analysis. 
Springer, ISBN 
978-3-319-23654-4 (2015)

E Cambria, R Mao, S Han, Q Liu. 
Sentic Parser: A Graph-Based 
Approach to Concept Extraction 
for Sentiment Analysis. 
Proceedings of ICDM Workshops, 
413-420 (2022)

E Cambria, S Poria, A Gelbukh, M 
Thelwall. Sentiment Analysis is a 
Big Suitcase. IEEE Intelligent 
Systems 32(6), 74-80 (2017)



Research roadmap

E Cambria, B White. Jumping NLP Curves: A Review of Natural Language Processing Research. IEEE Computational Intelligence Magazine 9(2), 48-57 (2014) 112



Narrative understanding
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Narrative understanding

Z Yang, X Du, E Cambria, C Cardie. End-to-end Case-Based Reasoning for Commonsense Knowledge Base Completion. Proceedings of EACL, 3509-3522 (2023) 114



Narrative understanding

N Howard, E Cambria. Sentic Neurons: Expanding Intention Awareness. US Patent 10,846,601 (2020) 115



Sentic Projects

❏ Sentic Computing for Human-Computer Interaction
❏ Sentic Computing for Business Intelligence 
❏ Sentic Computing for Finance 
❏ Sentic Computing for Healthcare 
❏ Sentic Computing for Social Media Monitoring 
❏ Sentic Computing for Social Good 
❏ Sentic Computing for the Arts

116

https://sentic.net/projects



Social media marketing

E Cambria, M Grassi, A Hussain, C Havasi. Sentic Computing for Social Media Marketing. Multimedia Tools and Applications 59(2), 557-577 (2012) 117



Social media monitoring

C Duong, Q Liu, R Mao, E Cambria. Saving Earth One Tweet at a Time through the Lens of Artificial Intelligence. In: IJCNN (2022) 118



Social network analysis

D Camacho et al. The four dimensions of social network analysis: An overview of research methods, applications, and software tools. Information Fusion 63, 
88-120 (2020)
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Financial forecasting

A Picasso, S Merello, Y Ma, L Oneto, E Cambria. Technical analysis and sentiment embeddings for market trend prediction. Expert Systems with Applications 135, 
60-70 (2019)
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Financial forecasting

K Ong, W van der Heever, R Satapathy, G Mengaldo, E Cambria. FinXABSA: Explainable Finance through Aspect-Based Sentiment Analysis. arXiv preprint 
arXiv:2303.02563 (2023)
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Political forecasting

A Khatua, A Khatua, E Cambria. Predicting Political Sentiments of Voters from Twitter in Multi-party Contexts. Applied Soft Computing 97, 106743 (2020) 122



Political forecasting

A Khatua, E Cambria, A Khatua, I Chaturvedi. Let’s Chat about Brexit! A Politically-Sensitive Dialog System Based on Twitter Data. ICDM, 393-398 (2017)
123



Cyber issue detection

A Khatua, E Cambria, A Khatua. Sounds of Silence Breakers: Exploring Sexual Violence on Twitter. IEEE ASONAM, 397-400 (2018) 124



Human rights defence

A Khatua, E Cambria, K Ghosh, N Chaki and A Khatua. Tweeting in Support of LGBT? A Deep Learning Approach. CoDS COMAD, 342-345 (2019) 125



Toxicity detection

J Kumar, S Abirami, TE Trueman, E Cambria. Comment Toxicity Detection via a Multi-channel Convolutional Bidirectional Gated Recurrent Unit. Neurocomputing 
441, 272-278 (2021)
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AI for Social Good

S Han, R Mao, E Cambria. Hierarchical Attention Network for Explainable Depression Detection on Twitter Aided by Metaphor Concept Mappings. In COLING, 
94–104 (2022) 127



AI for Social Good

Q Chen, I Chaturvedi, S Ji, E Cambria. Sequential Fusion of Facial Appearance and Dynamics for Depression Recognition. Pattern Recognition Letters 150, 115-121 
(2021) 128



AI for Social Good

S Ji, X Li, Z Huang, E Cambria. Suicidal Ideation and Mental Disorder Detection with Attentive Relation Networks. Neural Computing and Applications 34, 
10309–10319 (2022)
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AI for Education

I Chaturvedi, R Welsch, E Cambria. Teaching Simulations Supported by Artificial Intelligence in the Real World. Education Sciences 13(2), 187 (2023) 130



e-Tourism

Y Li, SH Wang, Y Ma, Q Pan, E Cambria. Popularity prediction on vacation rental websites. Neurocomputing 412, 372-380 (2020) 131



Fake review detection

G Bathla et al. Intelligent Fake Reviews Detection based on Aspect Extraction and Analysis using Deep Learning. Neural Computing and Applications 34, 
20213–20229 (2022) 132



Mood of the Planet

V Sorensen, JS Lansing, N Thummanapalli, E Cambria. Mood of the Planet: Challenging Visions of Big Data in the Arts. Cognitive Computation 14(1), 310-321 
(2022) 133



Outbreak management

A Khatua, A Khatua, E Cambria. A tale of two epidemics: Contextual Word2Vec for classifying twitter streams during outbreaks. Information Processing & 
Management 56, 247–257 (2019) 134



Sentic PROMs

E Cambria, T Benson, C Eckl, A Hussain. Sentic PROMs: Application of sentic computing to the development of a novel unified framework for measuring health-care 
quality. Expert Systems with Applications 39(12), 10533-10543 (2012) 135

Sentic PROMs allow patients to evaluate  their 
health and healthcare experience by accordingly 
aggregating text and visual data in a 
semi-structured way



Multilingual analysis

H Peng, Y Ma, S Poria, Y Li, E Cambria. Phonetic-Enriched Text Representation for Chinese Sentiment Analysis with Reinforcement Learning. Information Fusion 70, 
88-99 (2021) 136



Multilingual analysis

I Chaturvedi, E Cambria, D Vilares. Lyapunov filtering of objectivity for Spanish sentiment model. In: IJCNN, 4474-4481 (2016) 137



Multilingual analysis

A Diwali et al. Arabic Sentiment Analysis using Dependency-based Rules and Deep Neural Networks. Applied Soft Computing 127, 109377 (2022) 138



Multimodal analysis

I Chaturvedi, R Satapathy, S Cavallari, E Cambria. Fuzzy commonsense reasoning for multimodal sentiment analysis. Pattern Recognition Letters 125, 264–270 
(2019)
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Multimodal analysis

S Poria, I Chaturvedi, E Cambria, A Hussain. Convolutional MKL Based Multimodal Emotion Recognition and Sentiment Analysis. In: ICDM, 439-448 (2016) 140



Multimodal analysis

A Zadeh, PP Liang, S Poria, P Vij, E Cambria, LP Morency. Multi-attention recurrent network for human communication comprehension. In: AAAI, 5642-5649 (2018)141



Multimodal analysis

I don't think he should get the job.
Meaning: Somebody else thinks he should get the job.
Appropriate response:  Oh, then who recommended him?
 
I don't think he should get the job.
Meaning: It's not true that I think he should get the job.
Appropriate response:  Why is that?
 
I don't think he should get that job.
Meaning: Somebody else should get that job.
Appropriate response:  Do you have a better fit in mind?

142T Young, V Pandelea, S Poria, E Cambria. Dialogue systems with audio context. Neurocomputing 388, 102-109 (2020)



Multimodal analysis

T Yue, R Mao, H Wang, Z Hua, E Cambria. KnowleNet: Knowledge Fusion Network for Multimodal Sarcasm Detection. Information Fusion 100, 101921 (2023) 143



Conversation modeling

T Young , F Xing , V Pandelea , J Ni , E Cambria. Fusing task-oriented and open-domain dialogues in conversational agents. Proceedings of AAAI, 11622-11629 
(2022) 144



Conversation modeling

K Zhang, Y Li, J Wang, E Cambria, X Li. Real-Time Video Emotion Recognition based on Reinforcement Learning and Domain Knowledge. IEEE Trans on CSVT 32(3), 
1034-1047 (2022)
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User profiling

L Zhu, W Li, R Mao, V Pandelea, E Cambria. PAED: Zero-Shot Persona Attribute Extraction in Dialogues. Proceedings of ACL, 9771-9787 (2023) 146



Human-computer interaction

J Ni, V Pandelea, T Young, H Zhou, E Cambria. HiTKG: Towards goal-oriented conversations via multi-hierarchy learning. In: AAAI, 11112-11120 (2022) 147



Human-computer interaction

MM Amin, E Cambria, BW Schuller. Will Affective Computing Emerge from Foundation Models and General Artificial Intelligence? A First Evaluation of ChatGPT. 
IEEE Intelligent Systems 38(2), 15-23 (2023) 148



Human-robot interaction

V Pandelea, E Ragusa, T Young, P Gastaldo, E Cambria. Toward Hardware-Aware Deep-Learning-based Dialogue Systems. Neural Computing and Applications 34, 
10397-10408 (2022)

149



Edge computing

V Pandelea, E Ragusa, P Gastaldo, E Cambria. Selecting Language Models Features via Software-Hardware Co-Design. Proceedings of IEEE ICASSP (2023) 150



Sentic publications

151https://sentic.net/publications



Sentic resources

Downloads: https://sentic.net/downloads
Code: https://github.com/senticnet
Sentic APIs: https://sentic.net/api
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Sentic Computing Section

If you use any sentic algorithm or resource, consider submitting to our Special Section on 
Cognitive Computation (5.418 impact factor) 

153https://sentic.net/scs.pdf



SENTIRE

154https://sentic.net/sentire
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❏ 14:00~14:10: Motivation & Introduction - Bing Liu
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❏ 14:50~15:30: Sentiment analysis is the era of LLMs - Lidong Bing
❏ 15:30~16:00: Coffee break ☕
❏ 16:00~16:30: Beyond sentiment analysis - Erik Cambria
❏ 16:30~17:15: Affective computing - Rui Mao
❏ 17:15~17:30: Conclusions & Future Directions - Wenxuan Zhang
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Multi-tasks
❏ Subjectivity Text Detection
❏ Emotion Recognition
❏ Sarcasm Detection
❏ Personality Analysis
❏ Metaphor Processing
❏ Depression Detection
❏ Stress Detection
❏ Engagement Measure
❏ Toxicity Detection

…
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Multi-tasks
❏ Subjectivity Text Detection: Identifying and distinguishing subjective text from objective text.

157

Subjective: The apple in the fridge tastes delicious.

Objective: The apple in the fridge was bought yesterday.



Multi-tasks
❏ Emotion Recognition: Determining the emotions conveyed by a subject from basic or complex emotions.

158

Anger: Look what you've done! You've ruined my day!

Joy: As the final notes of the song played, the audience erupted into cheers and 
applause.



Multi-tasks
❏ Sarcasm Detection: Distinguishing the sarcastic text from non-sarcastic ones.

159

Sarcastic: What a fine day! Non-sarcastic: What a fine day!



Multi-tasks
❏ Personality Analysis: Characterizing a person’s personality traits from text, such as big-five personality trait 

classification (OCEAN: Openness to experience, Conscientiousness, Extraversion, Agreeableness, and Neuroticism) 
and persona attribute extraction.

160

Personality trait classification: 
Neuroticism & Openness: Is still awake at 3:30. oh me.

Persona attribute extraction:
I enjoy playing with cats. -> (I, like_animal, cat)



Multi-tasks
❏ Metaphor Processing: Identifying, and interpreting metaphors from the perspectives of linguistics and cognition.

161

The comedian convulsed the children.

Linguistic interpretation: The comedian amused the children.

Concept Mapping: PLEASURE IS TROUBLE



Multi-tasks
❏ Depression Detection: Identifying signs of depression or depressive symptoms.
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Depressive: Getting out of bed today felt like lifting a mountain. The weight of 
sadness seems unshakeable, suffocating any trace of motivation. It's like a 
constant ache in my chest that I can't escape. Even the simplest tasks feel like 
impossible feats, and I find myself wondering if things will ever get better.



Multi-tasks
❏ Stress Detection: Identifying ssigns of stress or stress-related patterns by using language analysis, sentiment 

analysis, and other modality features to determine the presence and severity of stress in individuals.
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Multi-tasks
❏ Engagement Measure: Using machine learning and data analysis techniques to predict the level of user 

engagement that a piece of content will receive.
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Multi-tasks
❏ Toxicity Detection: Identifying toxic or harmful content in text, such as text that is offensive, abusive, harassing, or 

otherwise harmful to the public or a specific group.
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Multi-tasks
❏ Subjectivity Text Detection: Identifying and distinguishing subjective text from objective text.
❏ Emotion Recognition: Determining the emotions conveyed by a subject from basic or complex emotions.
❏ Sarcasm Detection: Distinguishing the sarcastic text from non-sarcastic ones.
❏ Personality Analysis: Characterizing a person’s personality traits from text, such as big-five personality trait 

classification (OCEAN: Openness to experience, Conscientiousness, Extraversion, Agreeableness, and Neuroticism) 
and persona attribute extraction.

❏ Metaphor Processing: Identifying, and interpreting metaphors from the perspectives of linguistics and cognition.
❏ Depression Detection: Identifying signs of depression or depressive symptoms.
❏ Stress Detection: Identifying ssigns of stress or stress-related patterns by using language analysis, sentiment 

analysis, and other modality features to determine the presence and severity of stress in individuals.
❏ Engagement Measure: Using machine learning and data analysis techniques to predict the level of user 

engagement that a piece of content will receive.
❏ Toxicity Detection: Identifying toxic or harmful content in text, such as text that is offensive, abusive, harassing, or 

otherwise harmful to the public or a specific group.
…
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Multi-modalities

I feel happy!

167

emoji image audio wearable data

video electroencephalogram

The movie screenshots are from Mr Bean Goes to Town | Episode 4 https://youtu.be/N8arZdtpINE

https://youtu.be/N8arZdtpINE


Multi-disciplines

❏ Computer Science: Affective 
Computing

❏ Neuroscience: Emotion Detection
❏ Psychology: Metaphor Understanding, 

Personality Analysis
❏ Linguistics: Sarcasm Detection
❏ Healthcare: Depression Detection
❏ Social Science: Social media-based 

Affective Computing; Toxicity 
Detection

168The movie screenshots are from Taitanic https://youtu.be/Vkpaunh_TPw and 007 Skyfall https://youtu.be/6ALlJJT62VA

https://youtu.be/Vkpaunh_TPw
https://youtu.be/6ALlJJT62VA


Emotion Taxonomies

[1] Ekman, P. (1984). Expression and the nature of emotion. Approaches to Emotion, 3(19), 344.
[2] Demszky, D., Movshovitz-Attias, D., Ko, J., Cowen, A., Nemade, G., & Ravi, S. (2020, July). 
GoEmotions: A Dataset of Fine-Grained Emotions. In Proceedings of the 58th Annual Meeting of the 
Association for Computational Linguistics (pp. 4040-4054).
[3] Plutchik, R. (1980). A general psychoevolutionary theory of emotion. In Theories of Emotion (pp. 
3-33). Academic press..
[4] Mohammad, S., Zhu, X., & Martin, J. (2014, June). Semantic role labeling of emotions in tweets. In 
Proceedings of the 5th Workshop on Computational Approaches to Subjectivity, Sentiment and 
Social Media Analysis (pp. 32-41).
[5] Susanto, Y., Livingstone, A. G., Ng, B. C., & Cambria, E. (2020). The hourglass model revisited. IEEE 
Intelligent Systems, 35(5), 96-102.
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Model Basic Emotions Emotion Taxonomies

Ekman [1]
anger, disgust, 
fear, joy, sadness, 
surprise

anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, surprise

GoEmotion
s [2]

anger, disgust, 
fear, joy, sadness, 
surprise

admiration, amusement, approval, caring, anger, 
annoyance, disappointment, disapproval, confusion, desire, 
excitement, gratitude, joy, disgust, embarrassment, fear, 
grief, curiosity, love, optimism, pride, relief, nervousness, 
remorse, sadness, realization, surprise

Wheel of 
emotions 
[3]

joy, trust, fear, 
surprise,  sadness, 
anticipation,  
anger, disgust

ecstasy, joy, serenity, love, admiration, trust, acceptance, 
submission, terror, fear, grief, apprehension, awe, 
amazement, surprise, distraction, disapproval, sadness, 
pensiveness, remorse, loathing, disgust, boredom, rage, 
contempt, anger, annoyance, aggressiveness, vigilance, 
interest, optimism

Semantic 
role 
labeling [4]

joy, trust, fear, 
surprise, sadness, 
anticipation, anger, 
disgust

anger, annoyance, hostility, fury, anticipation, expectancy, 
interest, disgust, dislike, fear, apprehension, panic, terror, 
joy, happiness, elation, sadness, gloominess, grief, sorrow, 
surprise, trust, like

Hourglass 
of emotions 
[5]

joy, sadness, 
calmness, anger, 
pleasantness, 
disgust, 
eagerness, fear

ecstasy, joy, contentment, terror, melancholy, sadness, grief, 
bliss, calmness, serenity, annoyance, anger, rage, delight, 
pleasantness, acceptance, dislike, disgust, fear loathing, 
enthusiasm, eagerness, responsiveness, anxiety

Wheel of Emotions Hourglass of Emotions

Mao, R., Liu, Q., He, K., Li, W., & Cambria, E. (2022). The biases of pre-trained language models: An empirical study on prompt-based sentiment analysis and 
emotion detection. IEEE Transactions on Affective Computing.



Emotion Recognition in Conversations

❏ Discourse dependency relationships provide knowledge out of semantics
❏ Commonsense provides knowledge out of context

170
Li, W., Zhu, L., Mao, R., & Cambria, E. (2023). SKIER: A symbolic knowledge integrated model for conversational emotion recognition. In Proceedings of the AAAI 
Conference on Artificial Intelligence.



Sarcasm Detection

❏ Semantic contrast between modalities
❏ Attribute level- and sample level-relatedness 

171Yue, T., Mao, R., Wang, H., Hu, Z., & Cambria, E. (2023). KnowleNet: Knowledge fusion network for multimodal sarcasm detection. Information Fusion, 101921.



Personality Trait Classification

❏ Personality traits: Openness, Conscientiousness, 
Extroversion, Agreeableness, and Neuroticism (OCEAN).

❏ Personality traits and emotions are strong related
❏ Multi-personality trait label prediction

172Li, Y., Kazemeini, A., Mehta, Y., & Cambria, E. (2022). Multitask learning for emotion and personality traits detection. Neurocomputing, 493, 340-350.



Persona Information Extraction

❏ Persona triplet extraction
❏ Zero-shot setup
❏ Hard negative sampling
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# Samples # Entities # Relations

PersonaExt 35,078 3,295 105

Zhu, L., Li, W., Mao, R., Pandelea, V., & Cambria, E. (2023). PAED: Zero-shot persona attribute extraction in dialogues. In Proceedings of the 61st Annual Meeting 
of the Association for Computational Linguistics (Volume 1: Long Papers) (pp. 9771-9787).



Linguistic Metaphor Understanding

(a) Errors caused by metaphorical expressions. 

174
(b) Errors can be fixed by metaphor understanding. 
Mao, R., Li, X., Ge, M., & Cambria, E. (2022). MetaPro: A computational metaphor processing model for text pre-processing. Information Fusion, 86, 30-43.



Conceptual Metaphor Understanding
She attacked his argument.

175

“Love is not love without metaphors of magic, attraction, 
madness, union, nurturance, and so on.”

--Metaphor We Live by, George Lakoff and Mark Johnson

Ge, M., Mao, R., & Cambria, E. (2022). Explainable metaphor identification inspired by conceptual metaphor theory. In Proceedings of the AAAI Conference on 
Artificial Intelligence (Vol. 36, No. 10, pp. 10681-10689).



MetaPro: An End-to-End Metaphor Processing System

176
Mao, R., Li, X., He, K., Ge, M., & Cambria, E. (2023, July). MetaPro Online: A computational metaphor processing online system. In Proceedings of the 61st Annual 
Meeting of the Association for Computational Linguistics (Volume 3: System Demonstrations) (pp. 127-135).

https://metapro.ruimao.tech/



Cognitive Analysis with Metaphors

While ChatGPT was trained on humans' corpora, it does not embody the collective cognitive 
patterns of the average human.

177



Depression Detection

❏ Decision-making mechanism explainable
❏ Cognitive pattern explainable
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Tweet Concept Mapping

User 1

1. I hate how I can't tell if I have allergies or I'm getting sick.
LEVEL IS IMPORTANCE

PERSON IS EXTREMITY

SITUATION IS HAPPENING

ATHLETE IS AREA

MORPHEME IS 

EXTREMITY

2. get better, I love you.

3. I'm slightly allergic to cats but I still have them and I don't 
CARE IF I SNEEZE

4. I'm having a bad night

5. So I'm so nervous for my MAC interview tomorrow but I know 
I'll do great. Everything will be okay

User 2

1. Today is not a good day: Driver, teen shot to death after 
vehicle hits and kills -year-old

CONCERN IS STATE

POSITION IS 

DISAPPEARANCE

LEVEL IS IMPORTANCE

FEELING IS ILL_HEALTH

ARTIFACT IS SUPPORT

2. Autistic th Grader Assaulted by School Cop, Now He is a 
Convicted Felon

3. Thank you Father, GM FB! I gotta start taking My butt to bed 
at night, woke late again

4. Cellphone Video Surfaces Showing Moments After Police 
Shot -Year-Old Boy in the Back

5. Freddie Gray dies one week after Baltimore arrest

Han, S., Mao, R., & Cambria, E. (2022, October). Hierarchical Attention Network for Explainable Depression Detection on Twitter Aided by Metaphor Concept 
Mappings. In Proceedings of the 29th International Conference on Computational Linguistics (pp. 94-104).



Future Works: Affective Computing for Science

❏ Computer Science: How to achieve complex affective reasoning, e.g., intention, concept, 
emotional reaction reasoning?

❏ Neuroscience: How to understand and share the genuine feelings through brain signals?
❏ Psychology: What are the primary psychological and cognitive states that significantly 

contribute to the success of a professional career?
❏ Linguistics: How do humans use language to express moods, feelings, and attitudes 

explicitly and implicitly?
❏ Healthcare: How to use affective computing to address critical healthcare issues, e.g., aging, 

allocation of medical resources, and prevention and control of infectious diseases?
❏ Social Science: How to promote social well-being and positive impact with affective 

computing?
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 Take-away for SA practitioners

❏ To handle a specific SA task
❏ If it’s quite simple (e.g., binary or trinary sentiment classification) => use LLMs
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 Take-away for SA practitioners

❏ To handle a specific SA task
❏ If it’s quite simple (e.g., binary or trinary sentiment classification) => use LLMs
❏ If it’s a complex task (e.g., ABSA) => use LLMs to help

❏ Be cautious when
❏ dealing with non-English languages => check the general performance first
❏ outputs require a specific structure
❏ you have special requirements => try different prompts (prompt engineering)
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 Take-away for SA researchers

❏ Is SA solved in the era of LLMs?
❏ No! 
❏ A comprehensive understanding of human sentiment, opinion, and other 

subjective feelings remains a long way to pursue.

❏ We already saw some weaknesses of current LLMs on SA tasks, there are more:
❏ multilingual SA
❏ multimodal SA
❏ human-aligned AI
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 Future directions: Multilingual SA

❏ People express their sentiments in many different languages on many platforms
❏ Current sentiment analysis models, often trained primarily on English data, leading to 

relatively worse ability in many languages.
❏ Even true for LLMs

185M3Exam: A Multilingual, Multimodal, Multilevel Benchmark for Examining Large Language Models. CoRR abs/2306.05179



 Future directions: Multilingual SA

❏ People express their sentiments in many different languages on many platforms
❏ Current sentiment analysis models, often trained primarily on English data, leading to 

relatively worse ability in many languages.
❏ Although this is true for almost all NLP models, but…

❏ Cultural nuances, idioms, and language-specific expressions further complicate sentiment 
analysis.

❏ “您说的都对” (“What you said is all correct.” in English)
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 Future directions: Multilingual SA

Efforts can be made along two dimensions:

❏ Current state-of-the-art models provide some multilingual capabilities.
❏ However, these models often underperform for low-resource languages or when 

cultural context is important.

❏ Some efforts have been made to create multilingual sentiment analysis datasets,
❏ but they are still limited in their coverage of languages and cultures.
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 Future directions: Multimodal SA

❏ Traditional SA primarily focuses on text data, while everyday communication is inherently 
multimodal, involving text, audio, visual cues, …

188
The Hateful Memes Challenge: Detecting Hate Speech in Multimodal Memes. NeurIPS 2020
Beneath the Tip of the Iceberg: Current Challenges and New Directions in Sentiment Analysis Research. TAC 2023



 Future directions: Multimodal SA

❏ Traditional SA primarily focuses on text data, while everyday communication is inherently 
multimodal, involving text, audio, visual cues, …

❏ Multimodal SA: not a new research topic (see many survey papers). But…
❏ models are (relatively) small (i.e., less powerful)
❏ normally two modalities: text + image / text + speech
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❏ Multimodal SA: not a new research topic (see many survey papers). But…
❏ models are (relatively) small (i.e., less powerful)
❏ normally two modalities: text + image / text + speech
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 Future directions: Human-aligned AI

❏ LLMs (and AI in general) should ideally respect and 
reflect the values of the humans it interacts with.

❏ Sentiment analysis can help understand human 
emotions, perspectives, and values from their textual 
communications.

❏ Using sentiment analysis techniques, we can aim to 
align AI systems more closely with human values, 
leading to more ethical and reliable AI.
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Example of an early version ChatGPT 
response (already fixed now)

Example from: https://twitter.com/michlbrmly/status/1599168681711656961



 Future directions: Human-aligned AI

❏ Current AI models:
❏ trained on large-scale datasets but may not fully capture or respect human values 

due to biases in data or lack of sensitive context understanding.
❏ aligned with safety instruction-following data and RLHF

❏ SA has been used for understanding user satisfaction, detecting offensive content.., 
showcasing its potential for value alignment.
❏ understand and detect biased / harmful / offensive /… contents
❏ efficient guide during the SFT stage for better alignment 
❏ detect potentially harmful prompts (e.g., jailbroken prompts)
❏ …
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 Conclusion: Status of Sentiment Analysis
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isakzhang@gmail.com
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We are hiring!
● Campus recruitement for 2024 graduates (Ali Star）
● Research intern - based in Singapore or Hangzhou, pure research

Feel free come to talk for more details or drop me an email!

isakzhang@gmail.com


